Shawnm uses these quantities as approximations, to serve between 10
-15 people. She stresses that the vegetable dolma needs to have the right
balance of salty, sour and spicy flavours. There are two kinds of dolma;
the ‘vegetable dolma’, where vegetables are stuffed with seasoned rice
and the other using the vine leaf, she refers to as the ‘sour’ dolma,
She buys her spices from Arabic spice shops within the vicinities of Thomastown, Lalor and Epping.

Vegetable Dolma
• 2x kg zucchinis peeled and
gutted
• 2x kg eggplants gutted
• 5 small sweet capsicums
hollowed & gutted out
• 5 small hot capsicums
hollowed out & gutted
• 5 potatoes peeled & hollowed out
• 5 tomatoes gutted
• 2 white onions hollowed,
• ½A fresh white cabbage

• A bunch of silverbeet
• Up to 1 kilo fava (broad)
beans, can use tinned or
frozen variety
• Up to 1 kilo chicken pieces
• Up to 1 kilo lamb pieces with
the fat on them
• Olive oil
• Ghee
• Salt

INGREDIENTS FOR THE RICE FILLING

• 6 tall drinking glasses of
long grain basmati rice
• chilli powder
• 2 tbs of spicy tomato paste
• One knob of garlic, finely
diced
• Citric salt (as desired)
• 1 tinned diced tomatoes
• Biryani spice (a seven spice
mix that can be found in
Arabic wholesalers)
• A bunch of dill, finely
chopped
• 1 batch of spring onions,
finely chopped
• Olive oil

• Ghee
• 1 parsley bunch, chopped
finely
• 1 bunch of fresh coriander,
chopped finely
• Curry powder (as desired)
• Cumin
• Salt (as desired)
• Passata sauce - ¼ to 1/2
the bottle (or as desired,
Shawnm advises to not put
too much sauce, so to avoid
the rice becoming runny)

EQUIPMENT

• One large heavy weight 35.5 inch pot
PRE PREPARATION - VEGETABLE DOLMA

• Meat: In a separate large heavy weight pot, bring water to
the boil for poaching the meats. Add the chicken to the water
and gently simmer for 30 minutes on a medium flame or until
cooked. Strain and allow to cool. Repeat for the process for
lamb pieces, leaving to simmer for an hour, or until cooked.
• Fava Beans: Leave the beans to sit within water to allow for
any residue float on top. Rinse again with cold water thoroughly.
• Fill a large heavyweight pot with fresh cold water and add the
beans. Keep pot covered and with a medium flame bring to a
boil. Once boiling, reduce to a simmer, tilting the lid lightly to
allow steam to escape, and leave to cook for one hour or until
tender or desired consistency, then leave aside.
• Cabbage: Fill a deep pot half way with water and bring to a
boil. Add cabbage and simmer on a medium flame for about
15- 20 minutes, until the leaves begin to soften. Strain the
cabbage, allow to cool. Separate only the large leaves of the
cabbage to for the dolma. Leave aside.
• Hollowing out the vegetables for stuffing : Hollow out
zucchini, eggplant, capsicum, potatoes, tomatoes and onions.
The onion is a bit tricky. Shawnm slices across the top and
bottom of the onion, but not totally across, so that a lid is
formed to cap the rice. To then hollow out onion she pours
hot water after cutting across the rings. She leaves it to sit for
about 10 minutes and the internal layers of the onion are loosened and remove easily.
RICE FILLING

• In a bowl, let the rice sit in water in cold water for up to 4 hours
(can leave overnight). Make sure rice is covered with water.
• Strain the rice.
• Finely chop the garlic, spring onions, parsley, coriander and dill.
• In a deep pot, line with olive oil and a dollop of ghee; heat oil
and ghee on a medium flame and sautee garlic, spring onion,

dill, diced tomato, parsley and coriander for about 2 minutes.
Leave aside.
• In a large bowl, combine all the ingredients with the rice; adding
the sauteed ingredients with the oil first (garlic, spring onion,
dill, diced tomato, parsley and coriander), then add the biryani
spices, salt, citric salt, cumin, spicy tomato paste, passata
sauce, chilli powder and curry powder into the rice - taste to
see if there is an equal balance of sourness, spiciness and
saltiness to the combination. Set combination aside.
VEGETABLE DOLMA - METHOD

• Lightly rub salt inside and outside all the gutted vegetables.
• In a large heavy weight pot, line with olive oil and add a dollop
of ghee. Combine oil with ghee and lightly fry the gutted vegetables for about 2 mins, or until golden maintaining texture of
the vegetables to be hard enough to be able to fill with rice. Let
vegetables cool.
• In the 35.5 inch pot, line the base with silverbeet stalks and
fava beans.
• Begin stuffing the now cooled, gutted vegetables with the
rice filling, until all finished. Then proceed to layer the stuffed
vegetables starting from the outside and working your way in
the pot. When reaching halfway within the layering, add a layer
of lamb and chicken pieces in the middle and continue to the
final layer. Top layer is a combination of stuffed cabbage and
silverbeet leaves and then sealed with remaining chicken and
lamb pieces. Make sure that there is about 3 inches from the
top, as there will be juices extracted as they are cooked.
• To stuff the cabbage and silverbeet leaves, spoon rice in the
middle of the leaf, then roll a couple of times anticlockwise (or
towards you).
• When all complete, set the filled pot to boil for about 45 minutes, firstly beginning with a high flame for 20 minutes and the
decreasing to simmer with a medium flame. Shawnm stresses
that is important not to add water at the beginning or while being cooked, as the dolmas will release their own liquids during
the boil.
• When cooked, served piping hot on a large communal platter.

Vine leaf dolma
(Sour Dolma)
DOLMAS

• 1 kilo vine leaves – bought
from Arabic/Mediterranean
delicatessen
• Up to 1 kilo fava (or broad)
beans (can use tinned)

• Up to 1 kilo chicken pieces
• Up to 1 kilo lamb pieces with
the fat left on them

RICE FILLING

• 2.5 tall glasses of Arborio
Rice
• Salt
• Kurkum (tumeric) - found at
Arabic wholesalers
• 1 knob of garlic, finely
chopped
• Coriander powder (as
desired)

• Olive Oil
• 1 bunch of dill, finely
chopped
• 1 bunch of spring onions,
finely chopped
• 1 cup of strained Greek
yoghurt
• 1 bunch of fresh parsley,
finely chopped

PRE PREPARATION

• Meat: In a separate large heavy weight pot, bring water to
the boil for poaching the meats. Add the chicken to the water
and gently simmer for 30 minutes on a medium flame or until
cooked. Strain and allow to cool. Repeat for the process for
lamb pieces, leaving to simmer for an hour, or until cooked.
• Fava Beans: Leave the beans to sit in cold water to allow
for any residue to float on top. Rinse again with cold water
thoroughly.
• Fill a large heavyweight pot with fresh cold water and add the
beans. Keep pot covered and with a medium flame bring to a
boil. Once boiling, reduce to a simmer, tilting the lid lightly to
allow steam to escape, and leave to cook for one hour or until
tender or desired consistency, then strain. Leave aside.

METHOD - RICE FILLING

• In a bowl, let the rice sit in water in cold water for up to 4 hours
(can leave overnight). Make sure rice is covered with water.
• Strain the rice.
• Finely chop the garlic, spring onions, parsley and dill.
• In a deep pot, line with olive oil and a dollop of ghee; heat oil
and ghee on a medium flame and sautee garlic, spring onion,
dill and parsley for about 2 minutes. Leave aside.
• In a large bowl, combine all ingredients with the rice; adding
the sauteed ingredients together with the oil first (garlic, spring
onion, dill and parsley), then add the salt, kurkum and coriander powder - taste to see if the combination satisfies and then
add yoghurt. Combine all ingredients stirring thoroughly and
then place aside.
METHOD - DOLMA

• Line the base of the pot with silverbeet stalks and fava beans.
• Begin filling the leaves with the rice. To fill the vine leaves,
spoon the rice in the middle fold the corners in first, then roll
four times in clockwise direction.
• There is no set order in filling the cooking pot, only to begin
inside the perimeter of the pot and then work your way in, as
you do with the vegetable dolmas (refer to method section of
the vegetable dolma).
• In similar fashion as the vegetable dolma once you reach the
middle of the pot, line with the chicken and beef, then work
your way to the top leaving about three inches from the rim of
the pot.
• As with the vegetable dolma, set the pot to boil for about 45
minutes, firstly beginning with a high flame for 20 minutes and
the decreasing to a medium flame, not adding water as liquid it
will be released during the boil.
• When cooked, served piping hot on a large communal platter.

